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Is there a message hidden behind the 'Signs of the Zodiac'? Are there secrets hidden in the original

names of the constellations?What we know as the "Signs of the Zodiac" is known in Hebrew as "the

Mazzeroth." This briefing pack explores the possibility that the Mazzeroth, the pre-Babylonian

original, anticipated God's total plan for mankind.The Long Day of JoshuaThe recent insights from

celestial mechanics, including orbital resonance, may shed new light on the famous Biblical Battle of

Beth-Horon (Joshua Chapter 10) and suggest the possibility that the Planet Mars may have been a

fearsome participant.Implications on ancient calendars and other events are also addressed.
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Awesome book that will test your views of the Bible. Utilizes sound Biblical rationale along with

interesting parallels that would certainly intrigue and challenge the student of the Word of God. Go

into this book with an open mind and come out gaining a perspective that is truly balanced in

relating science to Biblical principles and historical context, or at least I believe so.



This is a must read button all. Dr. Missler goes to great depths of research..both scientific and

biblical to expose more nuggets in the Word of God revealing how God uses even the planet's and

stars to present the Gospel of His Son. I couldn't put this book down for long. Might have to read it a

few times to grasp it all. So good.

Very interesting read. Dr. Chuck Missler brings up things that I've never know and many I've never

considered.It's not a long book and I would recommend as an addition to any Christian library. The

true signs in the heavens uncorrupted. Plus, the theory of Earth's interaction with the planet Mars

the possibility of changing the 360 years to 365 after about 701 BC is very intriguing.

I enjoyed this book because it confirms a number of things I have read in the past by other authors. I

am most definetly will take up Dr Missler's challenge by doing more research on the subject of the

book of Joshua and Revelation, never thought that there could be a link between these two books.

Way back in 2005, I came to be born again. It was back then that I first listened to this presentation

by Chuck Missler as a tape. Dr. Missler's book is every bit as interesting. Expertly researched, and

deeply informative. Builds up through a history of catastrophy, showing just how vulnerable we are

on the Earth, and finishing with the gospel of eternal salvation through Jesus Christ.I highly

recommend this book to all newly minted Christians who are getting ready for a taste of the meat of

Christian teaching. Those with a technical leaning, prepare to be excited at the blending of

astronomy with the Word of God.

As usual Chuck Missler is spot on. I love his books. They are captivating and make me dig deeper

into Scripture. He does his research and then encourages his readers to do theirs. Let's not get too

crazy about supernatural stuff as we know God will do everything in His own time and in His own

way, but this book helps give an idea of how to interpret certain phrases in the Bible. But God

always surprises us, as He did when the lowly Christ was born!

As always, Dr Missler humiliates my Masters of Theology by teaching me verifiable facts that I never

suspected, much less learned. Awesome book! If you wish to know the truth behind "astrology",

then you owe it to yourself to read this.



Stop wasting time w/the astrological mumbo-jumbo. This is the real deal re what the constellations

really mean. The signs are already lining up and need to be understood. Few will ... unless you read

treatises like this one.
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